Colt Recalls Modern Sporting Rifles (“MSR”) Due to a Potential Safety
Issue
Recall Date: 09 November 2021
.
Description: Colt’s Manufactoring Company LLC (Colt) is voluntarily initiating a recall to protect
the safety of its customers because of the potential for certain MSRs to discharge
unintentionally and because of its commitment to the highest standards of quality and customer
satisfaction.
The recall only covers the following MSRs manufactured beginning on March 5, 2021: AR15A4,
CR6700A4, CR6920, CR6920-EPR, CR6920MPS-B, CR6921, CR6921-EPR, CR6933,
CR6933-EPR, CR6960, LE6920-EPR, LE6920MPS-B, LE6920-OEM1, LE6920-OEM2, LE6920R, LE6933-EPR, SP633784, and LE6920SOCOM.
The Exchange sold the models shown in the table below.
Product Description
COLT M4 Carbine 5.56 16" BLK 30 Round
COLT M4 Carbine MGPL 5.56 16.1" 30 Round

UPC
098289023513
098289023537

Hazard: Under certain conditions, it is possible that some of these MSRs may discharge a
second round when the trigger is released when there is a live round in the chamber. Colt has
identified the cause of this condition as being hammers installed in certain MSRs that do not
meet Colt’s specifications. The issue will be corrected by replacing the hammers in affected
MSR.
Remedy: To prevent the possibility of death or serious personal injury, you should immediately
stop using your MSR and not load or fire it until you have determined if it is affected, and it has
been upgraded if necessary. To identify if your specific MSR is affected and the process to
return your affected rifle, please visit Colt’s website at https://coltrepairmsr.com/.
Incidents/Injuries: None. Colt discovered this issue during routine quality testing.
Consumer Contact: Please contact Colt at 1-800-971-3216 Monday through Friday between
the hours of 8:30 AM and 4:30 PM EST, if you have any questions and would like to speak to a
Customer Service Representative.
Manufacturer: Colt Manufacturing Company

Recall #: 21-027

